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Be a hero for the animals on your street!
Every street needs one volunteer to solve the street animals problem.
What has happened so far:
THE IDEA:
Classifieds added by people like us with a map system that shows who is close to where and what
the person needs or is able to provide.
“The idea was born in Dec 2013, when we had a wild street cat stuck on the opposite roof top of our
Istanbul flat for many days, we did not know how to save it. Trying to contact neighbours was hard.
Either they did not care or they did not know what to do and gave up quickly. I accepted that she will
starve, while she was running over four buildings and crying desperately day and night. We did not
give up and after visiting about 10 neighbours and some feeding it, we could find and locate a trap far
away and catch her. She was saved after 14 days.
With a street animal portal we could have saved her in three days and much less stress.”

So far we have not done much PR for our Project since the webpage is not yet ready. That is why
the Facebook group has not too many members. However, we have volunteers, bloggers, some VIPs
and people in the media who are waiting for us to give the “go ahead” for sharing the website.
WHAT WE NEED
We need knowledge and support! The map system in particular has to be reliable and functional in
the long term without additional fees. Since we have no official status (we are not planning to get it
in order to avoid costs and bureaucracy) we are relying on volunteers. The graphics and videos done
so far have been completed by two designers and friends. Some others are trying to set up the
"classified programming" as I am writing to you. The Server we will use is located in Germany and
the provider donated 50% to us. (Right now the temporary webpage is another Server - a simple
free set up on Jimdo).
If the programmers cannot do the job, I have offers from German IT companies for the
programming. I am planning to collect the money via "social media crowd funding.”
Thank-you for your attention.
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